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Telecommunication services for your business

an advanced tool to prevent data loss

Infrastructure outages won’t stop you

backup and replication in a single solution

backup:LINK ENTERPRISE also offers a Disas-

fast, flexible and reliable data backup

ter Recovery feature in addition to standard

Protect what’s most valuable – your data
The lack of a quality data backup exposes you to the
high risk that an unexpected outage or malfunction
could cost you many times more than the price of
a quality backup solution.
backup:LINK ENTERPRISE uses professional grade
Veeam solutions and facilitates reliable backup and
restoration of individual files, applications and entirevirtual servers in a matter of minutes.

Providing you with continuous backup
Technological advancements, deduplication and com
pression allow you to back up your environment with
minimal delay, thanks to which your backup is almost
continuous. The most you’ll lose in a crash are a few
minutes of your work.
The product itself verifies the consistency of backups,
giving you the certainty that your data was backed up in
a functional condition.

backup. It allows you to continuously replicate
virtual servers from your own cloud to a
Slovanet cloud solution. Even if an outage
impacts your primary servers, you’ll retain the
ability to start all systems smoothly using
secondary infrastructure without the wait for
the data to be recovered from the backup.

Advantages
data backup system from Veeam, the global leader
in ensuring availability
RTO and RPO in less than 15 minutes for all
applications and data
an effective tool to support the 3-2-1 principle
(min. 3 backups on 2 different media, 1x off-site)
disaster recovery - ability to replicate virtual servers
on secondary infrastructure, without complicated
configurations and VPN connections
SSL encrypted transfer and AES-256 backup
data encryption
integrated WAN acceleration (up to 50x faster
than regular file copying)
ability to back up from storage snapshots with
minimal load on the running environment
no need to deploy agents to every virtual installation
(applies when using the cloud:LINK or own cloud
solution)
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An extra overview of your infrastructure

Backup physical servers and PCs

Customers using the virtual datacenter cloud:LINK

Backing up data is important for more than

can benefit from additional cost-effective option of

virtual environments. Thanks to backup:LINK

backup:LINK ENTERPRISE to acquire in-depth intelli-

ENTERPRISE, you can easily back up and recov-

gent monitoring for their entire virtual infrastructure.

er physical servers and workstations running

Continuous monitoring provides you with several

Windows or Linux operating systems.

advantages:
real-time overview of the status and load of your
virtual servers,
simplified creation of reports and forecasts of
used computing capacities,
proactive warnings and notification of potential
problems before they negatively impact the
operation of your systems.
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